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The Capture May 14 2024 "A young Barn Owl named Soren lives
peacefully with his family. After he is pushed from his nest by his older
brother, his idyllic world transforms into one of confusion and danger, as
he is captured by evil chick-snatching owls and taken to the St Aegolius
Academy for Orphaned Owls"--Goodreads.com.
Hawksmaid Jan 18 2022 Before she was Maid Marian, Robin Hood's
legendary love, she was simply known as Matty. . . . Daughter of one of
England's most famous falconers, Matty knows her destiny lies with her
father's magnificent birds even before she begins to hear their thoughts
and speak their language. As tragedy strikes close to home and the
sinister sheriff of Nottingham rises to power, Matty's friend Fynn is
forced to become Robin Hood and she herself becomes Maid Marian. In a
world of kidnapping, royalty, daring adventure, and deadly peril, Robin
needs Matty and her beautiful merlin Marigold to help save a kingdom.
Bestselling author Kathryn Lasky soars to magnificent new heights here,
giving us a bold tale of bravery and romance.
Lost Tales of Ga'Hoole (Guardians of Ga'Hoole) Apr 01 2023 The
second companion book to the New York Times bestselling series, the
LOST TALES reveals never-before-told stories of the Great Tree!Guided
by the Knower, Otulissa has studied long in the libraries of the Others;
she has probed the ancient lore of the strange and powerful dire wolves
of the Beyond. And at the Great Ga'Hoole tree itself she has uncovered
secret histories of Guardians she thought she knew well! Attention Dear
Reader! Great mysteries will be revealed to the attuned mind in these
last Lost Tales of the Great Tree!
Elizabeth I, Red Rose of the House of Tudor May 22 2022 In a series
of diary entries, Princess Elizabeth, the eleven-year-old daughter of King
Henry VIII, celebrates holidays and birthdays, relives her mother's
execution, revels in her studies, and agonizes over her father's health.
The Hatchling (Guardians of Ga'Hoole #7) Oct 07 2023 Ga'Hoole is
victorious, but far from the great tree, in the bitter ashes of defeat under
a full moon, Nyroc is born. And he will be bred to monstrous evil.Kludd is
dead. Nyra, his mate, is determined that her hatchling, Nyroc, will fulfill
his father's destiny: the vicious oppression of all the owl kingdoms. But
Nyroc is a poor student of evil. A light grows in his heart, fed by scraps
of forbidden legend and strange news of a place where goodness and
nobility reign. He must summon all his courage to defy his destiny -- and
the embodiment of evil that is his mother.
Spirit Wolf (Wolves of the Beyond #5) Feb 28 2023 Faolan, a wolf once
doomed to die, struggles to fulfill his destiny as the leader of the wolves
of Beyond. No one ever saw Faolan as a leader. Banished as a pup, he
survived and returned as a gnaw wolf--the lowest member of the wolf
pack. But Faolan wasn't meant to be a gnaw wolf. It's not just his
strange, splayed paw, or his uncanny connection with the bears. There's
something about Faolan that inspires certain wolves . . . and leaves
others deeply suspicious. Now, with a dangerous threat on the horizon,

the pack must make a choice. Will they trust the silver outsider with the
task of leading? If Faolan can't fulfill his destiny, it could be the end of
the wolves of the Beyond.
River of Wind (Guardians of Ga'Hoole #13) Jan 10 2024 The adventure
continues! In a land no owl knew existed, Soren, Coryn, and the
Guardians find danger, knowledge, and new allies.Coryn and the Band
have returned to the Great Ga'Hoole Tree and restored order. With the
Ember safely hidden away, the tree shakes off its gaudy golden glow and
recovers its natural majesty. Meanwhile, deep in the Palace of Mists,
Bess finds an ancient map fragment that reveals that there are not 5 owl
kingdoms -- as has been thought since time immemorial -- but 6. Coryn
and the chaw of chaws set off to find this unknown land. In a landscape
of perpetual winter, they discover a monastery of serene, learned owls,
the likes of which no one has ever seen before.
War of the Ember (Guardians of Ga'Hoole #15) Aug 05 2023 The
final book in Lasky's best-selling animal series.The strange, maniacal
blue owl known as the Striga has been rousted from the Great Ga'Hoole
Tree. Nyra, leader of the vicious Pure Ones, is either dead or laying low
in some distant land,leaving the tree finally at peace. As if fed by an
invisible spring, learning and the lively arts flourish at the great tree and
spread throughout the owl kingdoms.But unbeknowst to the Guardians,
in a long-empty cave deep in the Northern Kingdoms two ruthless villains
join forces to conjure an ancient evil, an evil that will do their bidding
and wreak havoc on the world.
The Escape Jul 12 2021 Estrella is a filly, daughter of the lead mare, one
of a shipment of horses bound for the new world, but when the ship is
becalmed and the horses are dropped overboard to lighten the load,
Estrella finds that it is up to her to lead the herd to land and safety.
Exile Mar 20 2022 When the Band is exiled, old friends, loyal family and
allies devise a plan to free young king Coryn and the tree from the hold
of Striga, a former dragon owl from the Middle Kingdom beyond the
Unnamed Sea.
The Rise of a Legend (Guardians of Ga'Hoole) Apr 13 2024
Bestselling author Kathryn Lasky takes flight once more with a brand-
new Guardians of Ga'Hoole novel! An owlet hatches out onto Stormfast
Island and into a world torn by war. For one hundred years, his people
have fought off enemy owls from the Ice Talons, but the tide has turned.
An invasion is coming, one the Kielian League won't have the strength to
resist. Soon the tyrant owl Bylyric will rule over everything, and no
honorable owl will be safe. Only the small owl from Stormfast stands
between Bylyric and total victory. Lyze is not very impressive to look at,
but he has a wild idea for a snake and owl strike unit that just might give
the soldiers of the Kielian League the edge they need.This is his story,
the story of an ordinary owl who rose to become Ezylryb of the Great
Tree. This is the story of what it takes to make a Guardian of Ga'Hoole.
A Guide Book to the Great Tree (Guardians of Ga'Hoole) Jun 10 2021
Finally, for all free folk of air, land, and water seeking knowledge of the
Great Ga'Hoole Tree; its ways, its days, its heroes known and unknown...
a Guide!Studious by nature, fortunate to have been present at the most
glorious moments in the tree's recent history, and above all honored to
count as friends its most ardent champions, I, Otulissa, have decided to
write a compendium, a catchall -a guide, in short- to the history, life, and
spirit of the tree. Pause a moment before the next adventure begins to
read of its natural history, its origin, and yearly changes. Read of its
lesser-known heroes: of Joss, brave messenger of legends; of the
brothers Ifghar and Ezylryb and the treachery that bound them; of Theo,
the peaceful warrior.
The School for Good and Evil: The Ever Never Handbook Jul 24
2022 THE SCHOOL FOR GOOD AND EVIL will soon be a major motion
picture from Netflix—starring Academy Award winner Charlize Theron,
Kerry Washington, Laurence Fishburne, Michelle Yeoh, Sofia Wylie,
Sophie Anne Caruso, Jamie Flatters, Earl Cave, Kit Young, and more!
Soman Chainani’s New York Times bestselling series The School for
Good and Evil returns with The Ever Never Handbook! Gorgeous full-
color illustrations bring your favorite characters like Sophie, Agatha, and
Tedros back to school through maps, quizzes, alumni portraits, and more.
Wish you could go to the School for Good and Evil? Join the ranks of
heroes and villains who have walked these hallowed halls and mastered



what it takes to succeed in their own fairy tales. Surviving the trials and
tribulations of the school is no walk in the park. The Ever Never
Handbook is here to help. This handbook equips new students with
everything they’ll need to excel at the School for Good and Evil. Good
luck! Don't miss the thrilling conclusion to the beloved series, The School
for Good and Evil #6: One True King!
To Be a King (Guardians of Ga'Hoole #11) May 02 2023 The
eleventh title in this best-selling series brings Hoole to kingship and the
legends to fulfilment signaling a return to the adventures of Coryn, Soren
and the Band.In this final book of the Legends trilogy Hoole reclaims the
thrown of his father and goes on to wage a war against the forces of
chaos, greed and oppression led by the powerful warlord-tyrants. Grank,
the first collier, uses his skills with fire and metals to forge weapons for
battle. With great trepidation Hoole uses the power of the Ember in the
final, decisive battle and wins. At the dawn of a new ear of peace, Hoole
searches for the ideal place to establish not a kingdom but an order of
free owls and finds the Great Tree. (continued)
The Journey Sep 06 2023 Lasky brings a fantastical new owl world to
life as Soren, Gylfie, Twilight, and Digger travel to the Great Ga'Hoole
Tree, where an order of owls rises each night to perform noble deeds.
The Rescue (Guardians of Ga'Hoole #3) Dec 09 2023 The third book
in the GUARDIANS OF GA'HOOLE series, a classic hero mythology,
chronicles Soren's quest for his missing mentor, Ezylryb, and battle
against his evil brother, Kludd.Now that Soren has been reunited with
his sister, Eglantine, he must face his next challenge: making sense of
the mysterious disappearance of his mentor, Ezylryb. When Soren
discovers that Ezylryb is in danger, he and his friends Gylfie, Twilight,
and Digger devise a plan to save the beloved teacher.In this process,
Soren must fight a ferocious foe who wears a terrifying metal beak,
sharpened for battle. It's not until the confrontation is over that Soren
discovers the true identity of his opponent. The metal beaked warrior is
Soren's evil brother, Kludd.
Les Gardiens de Ga'Hoole - tome 5 Feb 04 2021 Soren est bouleversé
: sa sœur, Eglantine, a disparu ! Après le siège de l'hiver précédent, il est
devenu très dangereux de quitter l'île, et sans secours, la jeune chouette
vole à la catastrophe. Un beau jour elle finit par réapparaître, mais son
comportement a bien changé. Soren décide de mener son enquête. Il
découvre bientôt que Klud a manipulé Eglantine pour qu'elle devienne
son espionne à Ga'Hool. Il est temps de reformer le Super-Squad ! Mais
le combat s'annonce difficile et le terrible Klud n'a pas dit son dernier
mot...
The Escape (Horses of the Dawn #1) Jun 22 2022 Get ready for a wild
run in bestselling author Kathryn Lasky's brand-new middle grade animal
fantasy series. The horses are in danger. They were rounded up by the
two-legs and forced onto a boat to cross the wide ocean. The journey
went badly and the boat was deemed too heavy, so the two-legs forced
the horses into the sea and sailed away, leaving the herd to die in the
deep.By a miracle, the horses survived and made it to land. All but one --
the ghost horse, the leader of the pack. Now it's up to her daughter, only
a filly, to take charge of the terrified herd. Stranded in a new land,
surrounded by two-legs, will the horses find a way to live safe and free?
The Capture (Guardians of Ga'Hoole #1) Mar 08 2021 A classic hero
mythology about the fight between good and evil, Guardians of Ga'Hoole
is filled with adventure, suspense, and heart. Soren is born in the forest
of Tyto, a tranquil kingdom where the Barn Owls dwell. But evil lurks in
the owl world, evil that threatens to shatter Tyto's peace and change the
course of Soren's life forever.Soren is captured and taken to a dark and
forbidding canyon. It's called an orphanage, but Soren believes it's
something far worse. He and his friend Gylfie know that the only way out
is up. To escape, they will need to do something they have never done
before -- fly.And so begins a magical journey. Along the way, Soren and
Gylfie meet Twilight and Digger. The four owls band together to seek the
truth and protect the owl world from unimaginable danger.
The Burning (Guardians of Ga'Hoole #6) Nov 08 2023 The Grand Battle
begins with the search for allies in the Northern Kindoms and ends in
The Burning that will change all Owldom forever.Soren and his band are
sent to the mysterious Northern Kingdoms to gather allies and learn the
art of war in preparation for the coming cataclysmic battle against the
sinister Pure Ones. Meanwhile, in the Southern Kingdoms, St. Aggies has
fallen to the Pure Ones and they are using its resources to plan a final
invasion of The Great Ga'Hoole Tree. With the future of all Owldom in
the balance, the parliament of Ga'Hoole must decide whether or not to
join forces with the brutal Skench and Sporn and the scattered remnants
of St. Aggies who remain faithful to them. A great battle is on the
The Shattering (Guardians of Ga'Hoole #5) Jun 15 2024 In the fifth book

in this series, the war between an evil group led by Soren's brother,
Kludd, and the owls of the Great Ga'Hoole Tree rages on.In the midst of
war, Eglantine unwittingly becomes a spy for Kludd, leader of the Pure
Ones (a group of evil owls). She is brainwashed by an owl sent by the
Pure Ones to infiltrate the Great Ga'Hoole Tree. Her odd behavior
eventually attracts attention, and Soren and his friends vow to find out
what's wrong with Eglantine. They ultimately learn what happened and
help her reverse the effects of the brainwashing. Kludd continues to
battle against the Guardians of Ga'Hoole for control of their tree. In the
end, Kludd and his forces are defeated. But his conflict with Soren is not
yet over.
Tangled in Time 2: The Burning Queen Apr 08 2021 For fans of the Royal
Diaries series and of Gail Carson Levine, here is the second adventure in
a middle grade time travel series from Newbery Honor-winning Kathryn
Lasky! In book 2, newly orphaned Rose finds herself time-traveling
between present day and the court of the two most memorable English
princesses in history. When Princess Mary ascends the throne in
sixteenth-century England, Rose is forced to leave Princess Elizabeth and
serve Mary. Mary’s coronation is coming, and Rose will be put to work
making elaborate gowns. But the religiously devout queen’s next plan is
to begin her attack on Protestants—burning them at the stake! Rose’s
dad, master spy and goldsmith for the court, urges Rose to escape to her
home century, present day Indiana, where Rose befriends a young
immigrant named Marisol. Rose must protect Marisol from both middle
school mean girls and the threat of US Immigration and Customs
Enforcement. Relishing her newfound family, Rose is determined to
rescue her father and best friend Franny from the dangers of Queen
Mary's reign. Is she willing to risk everything to save the people closest
to her?
Outcast Oct 27 2022
Lone Wolf (Wolves of the Beyond #1) Nov 27 2022 From bestselling
author Katherine Lasky comes the first book in WOLVES OF THE
BEYOND, a stunning new spinoff from her legendary owl series,
Guardians of Ga'hoole.A wolf mother has given birth, but the warm
bundle snuffling next to her brings only anguish. The pup, otherwise
healthy, has a twisted leg, and the mother knows what the harsh code of
the pack demands. Her pup will be taken from her and abandoned on a
desolate hill. The pack cannot have weakness - the wolf mother knows
that her pup is condemned to die.But alone in the wilderness, the pup,
Faolan, does not perish. This his story - a story of survival, of courage,
and of love triumphant. This is Faolan's story, the wolf pup who rose up
to change forevever the Wolves of the Beyond.
The Night Journey Aug 13 2021 Thirteen-year-old Rachel dreads the
afternoons she has to spend with her great- grandmother, Nana Sashie-
until Sashie begins to reminisce about her childhood in Russia and
Rachel finds herself caught up in a whirlwind of memories. As the events
and characters of Sashie's past come to life, Rachel discovers a distant
country and time, a time when Jews were forced to serve in the Czar's
armies or were murdered in pogroms, a time when nine-year-old Sashie
devised a wonderful plan to save her family from danger. . . .
A Time for Courage Nov 15 2021 A diary account of thirteen-year-old
Kathleen Bowen's life in Washington, D.C. in 1917, as she juggles
concerns about the national battle for women's suffrage, the war in
Europe, and her own school work and family. Includes a historical note.
T. Rex: Hunter or Scavenger? (Jurassic World) Dec 17 2021 Jurassic
World is the long-awaited next installment of the groundbreaking
Jurassic Park series. T. rex’s, velociraptors, triceratops--as well as some
all-new dinosaurs--will roar across the screen in this epic action-
adventure directed by Colin Trevorrow starring Chris Pratt, Bryce Dallas
Howard, Ty Simpkins and Nick Robinson! Was Tyrannosaurus rex a
speedy and savage hunter, or was it a slow-moving scavenger, surviving
on scraps left from other dinosaurs? World-renowned tyrannosaur expert
Dr. Thomas R. Holtz, Jr. shares the evidence on both sides of the
argument in this easy-to-read, easy-to-understand Step into Reading
book that young dinosaur enthusiasts will heartily devour.
The Quest of the Cubs Sep 13 2021 A stunning new series from Newbery
Honoree Lasky set in the legendary world of Ga'hoole. For generations,
the noble polar bears have ruled the Northern Kingdoms. But now, their
society is on the brink of collapse. Its survival is up to a pair of twin cubs.
The Exile (Guardians of Ga'Hoole #14) May 10 2021 Sometimes the
enemy comes from within...The Striga, former dragon owl from the
Middle Kingdom beyond the Unnamed Sea, has come to stay at the great
tree. He has earned the trust of all by saving Bell, Soren's owlet, from
Nyra, and he grows daily closer to the young king Coryn, with whom he
seems to share a strange bond. The Striga senses the power of the ember



hidden in Bubo's forge and draws it closer. As his power waxes, he
accuses the Band of treason and produces flimsy evidence to support his
abominable claim. And so the Band is exiled, strengthening the Striga's
hold over Coryn.
The Siege (Guardians of Ga'Hoole #4) Feb 11 2024 A war breaks out in
the owl kingdom when an evil group tries to take control of the Great
Ga'Hoole Tree. Soren and the other Ga'Hoolian owls must fight to protect
their tree and restore peace.Soren's beloved mentor, Ezylryb, is finally
back at the Great Ga'Hoole Tree. But all is not well. There's a war
between good and evil in the owl kingdom. On one side is a group led by
Soren's fearsome brother, Kludd, who wears a terrifying metal mask to
cover his battle-scarred face. On the other side are the owls of the Great
Ga'Hoole Tree, who must fight to protect their legendary tree from
Kludd's attacks.Soren, his friends, and the other owls at the Great
Ga'Hoole Tree enter into fierce combat against Kludd's forces. They win
a major battle, but warfare will continue in Book #5.
The Golden Tree (Guardians of Ga'Hoole #12) Jan 30 2023 After the
time of the legends, the tale of the Guardians returns to the present in
which Soren, the hero of Books 1-6, must train a new king. Old friends,
new adventures!Coryn, Soren, and the Band preside over a new Golden
Age of the Great Tree under the subtle influence of the Ember. All seems
well, but beneath the prosperity of peace Coryn is tortured by the
suspicion that his evil mother, Nyra, is a hagsfiend and that his own
blood carries the haggish taint. He wanders afar searching for the truth
from hagsfiends themselves - putting the Great Tree in danger. Soren &
the Band follow their new king to strange parts to guard him from the
consequences of his obsession.
The First Collier (Guardians of Ga'Hoole #9) Mar 12 2024 The fantastic
prequel trilogy to the bestselling series GUARDIANS OF GA'HOOLE
begins!It is a time of Legends and a time of chaos. Warlords vie for
power and marauding outlaws roam the land. Good King Hrath and his
queen, Siv, noble Spotted Owls struggle to keep peace in their kingdom.
Grank, noble Spotted Owl, friend and supporter of King Hrath, has exiled
himself to Beyond the Beyond, where he has developed his firesight and
learns how to work with embers, fire and how to forge metals. He is the
First Collier. Deep in a volcano in the farthest reaches of Beyond the
Beyond, he discovers a magical Ember but fears its awful powers will be
misused and hides it again. (continued)
Legend of the Guardians (Guardians of Ga'Hoole Collection) Jul 04 2023
Guardians of Ga'Hoole is a classic hero mythology about the fight
between good and evil. This series is filled with adventure, suspense, and
heart. When Soren, a young owlet, mysteriously falls from his nest one
evening, he's plucked up and taken to the sinister St. Aegolius Academy
for Orphaned Owls. Once there, he must use his wits and bravery to
escape his captors.The first three books in the Ga'Hoole series follow
Soren, Gylfie, Twilight, and Digger, four orphaned owls that must fight
their way through many dangers to take refuge with a group of brave
owls thought only to be a legend - the Guardians of Ga'Hoole!
Shadow Wolf (Wolves of the Beyond #2) Apr 20 2022 The second
installment in bestselling author Kathryn Lasky's staggering WOLVES OF
THE BEYOND series, a spinoff of the legendary Guardians of Ga'Hoole
books.The wolf pup Faolan was born with a twisted paw, a slight defect
that caused his wolf clan to abandon him in the forest to die. But Faolan,
with the help of the grizzly bear who raised him as her own,
survived.Now he's made it back to his clan as a gnaw wolf, the lowest
ranking pack member. And the hardships are just beginning. Another
gnaw wolf, Heep, is jealous of Faolan and sets him up for failure. As if
these humiliations are not enough, Faolon is framed for the murder of a
wolf pup. Faolan must catch the culprit in time and prove he deserves to
be a full member of the clan.
The Siege Aug 25 2022 Called "elegantly, starkly beautiful" by "The New
York Times Book Review, The Siege" is Dunmore's masterpiece. Her
canvas is monumental--the Nazi's 1941 winter siege on Leningrad that
killed 600,000--but her focus is heartrendingly intimate.
Lone Wolf Dec 29 2022 Abandoned by his pack, a baby wolf with a
mysterious mark on his deformed paw survives and embarks on a journey
that will change the world of the wolves of the Beyond.
Beyond the Burning Time Sep 25 2022 When in the winter of 1692,
accusations of witchcraft surface in her small New England village,
twelve-year-old Mary Chase fights to save her mother from execution.
The Coming of Hoole (Guardians of Ga'Hoole #10) Jun 03 2023 The
latest soaring installment of Kathryn Lasky's NYT bestselling Ga'Hoole
seriesGrank raises the hatchling deep in a forest far from owls that
would kill the royal chick named Hoole to end the kingly line. His mother
comes to visit, in disguise, and departs again. Not even the chick must

know his mother's identity. It would give him away as Hrath's heir. Sent
by an evil warlord, a hagsfiend attempts to lure young Hoole away when
he first learns to fly. Grank realizes that the same evil forces that killed
Hrath are after Hoole, and know where he is. To keep him safe, Grank
brings him to Beyond the Beyond, a strange land of fiery volcanoes in a
barren, icy landscape.(more)
A Guide Book to the Great Tree Oct 15 2021 A guide to the history, life,
and spirit of thre Great Tree.
Hannah (Daughters of the Sea #1) Feb 16 2022 A terrific new historical
fiction quartet from Kathy Lasky, acclaimed author of the best-selling
Guardians of Ga'Hoole series. Daughters of the Sea tells the story of 3
mermaid sisters who are separated at birth by a storm and go on to lead
three very different lives. Book 1 is about Hannah, who spent her early
days in an orphanage and is now a scullery maid in the house of rich,
powerful family. She is irresistibly drawn to the sea and through a series
of accidents and encounters discovers her true identity. Hannah relizes
that she must keep the truth a secret but she also knows that soon she
will have to make the choice - to be a creature of the land or the sea.
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